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PROLOGUE

My first book “Turn Around India” was launched by Sri Narendra Modi
in April 2013. I have been writing articles on Indian Economy for quite some
time and many of them were published in different magazines and newspapers.
An overwhelming response from the readers encouraged me to present some of
these articles in shape of a book. Most of these are on the theme; how to turn
around Indian economy? I firmly hope that simple and practical suggestions
therein will be appreciated by many of you.

Since May 2014, new government led by Sri Narendra Modi took over the
charge. For the first time, election was fought on the development agenda.
Public supported him with enormous mandate. Discontent was prevailing
among the public due to low growth, high inflation and poor infrastructure.
Public is now looking for such a leader, who can develop and turn around India
in a quick manner. For developing a Nation, good governance is the beginning
and the present government is indeed capable of this.

Good governance does not mean framing the regulations alone. Rather it
should ensure true freedom and facilitate every Indian for carrying out the
economic activities. Entrepreneurial spirit must be recaptured by all means. We
must know that, they are the drivers of growth and development.
Manufacturing sector in general and core sector in particular, must be taken out
from the financial stress as those are the growth engines of economy.
Infrastructure, in general, energy and transport in particular, must be boosted in
terms of capacity and cost efficiency. Failing which, high growth will not be
sustainable and inflation will continue to remain in the system. For this,
participation of private capital is most crucial, since government can’t take
entire burden.

Various government functionaries down the line prefer to regulate than to
facilitate. Good economic policies are often superseded by the regressive laws
and regulations. New interpretations of economic laws are invented through
magnifying glass with a single motto to penalize the producers. Any non-
compliance is equated with grave criminal offence. This is indeed a big
disincentive. Even Modijee has described this as “Kanoon ka Jungle”. Laws
and regulations must be simple and compliable. It should change with time and
result into developmental outcome. For this, all the wings of government need
to be growth-centric. They must also know about the economic needs of
country. If needed, training programmes may be organized.

Good governance essentially need team spirit without which the Ministry
alone can’t deliver the result. We should, therefore, bring everybody on board



including non-economic wings of the government, regulators, field officials and
taxmen and team spirit be built. Even opposition benches must also be included
in “Team India”. Failing which, good policy cannot be framed. If it is framed,
it cannot be implemented smoothly.

In absence of coordination between center and states, a Nation as a whole
can’t be developed. While framing the policy, state governments must be an
integral part of the team. Good policies alone will not deliver the result, unless
implemented with a team spirit. Growth target may be fixed for each state and
district for enlarging the participation and creating team spirit among all the
functionaries. Competition for growth may be crafted and achievers be
rewarded. States must appreciate that, income disparity between the states is an
outcome of non-congenial investment climate in the backward states. Blaming
the center may attribute to political score; but it will never be useful for the
growth, development and prosperity.

Besides developing a team spirit among government functionaries, we also
need public participation for achieving the goal. In the past six decades, we
have created such an atmosphere; that will usually not be conducive for the
economic activities. Pro-growth policies are termed as pro-rich policies.
Decision makers are branded as corrupt. Entrepreneurs are equated with the
criminals. On the other hand, activists are glorified. This has crafted a vitiating
atmosphere. Most of the governments are opting for populist policies and
delaying true economic reforms. Entrepreneurs are shying away from new
investments. These will never lead to the desired growth. We have to run
awareness campaign among public about the economic needs of country, so as
to promote participation of every Indian in the development journey of the
Nation.

Every Indian must know that, public income will rise along with GDP
growth and there is no substitute to this. Government subsidy can be an interim
relief for survival that too, for the most deprived persons. It can never provide
long-term solution for self-dependency. Rather in absence of GDP growth,
government will lose its social spending capacity also. Growth will come from
the production of goods and services only. Such productive activities are to be
performed by the team of entrepreneurs only. For growth and development of
the Nation, we need both private capital and a team of entrepreneurs.
Government should enter into such areas, which are difficult for the private
entrepreneurs due to low commercial viability, but essential for the country.

We should remember the pre-1991 era; when there was restriction on the
private capital. For which, we suffered due to low growth for nearly four
decades. Infrastructure and human development couldn’t take place. If this is
true, why do we oppose pro-growth policies? We must know that, in a
democracy, no government can frame a policy without the public support.
Yes – if there is any alternative model we must debate in a constructive manner.



Before criticizing the government, we must introspect. What did we
contribute for the development of our Nation? Democracy has certainly given us
a right for protesting. But such agitations should be led with responsibility and
without damaging the democratic institutions. Whole world is watching our
country; since we are the largest democracy. In the process of development,
some side-effects might happen; but we should learn from our mistakes and
rectify the same. Criticism and mud-slinging will only promote the conflicts and
stop our growth and development. Empowerment without responsibility is never
good for the country; that we must know.

After realizing these facts, Sri Narendra Modi has rightly told that, “JAN
ANDOLAN” for development journey must be participated by the public in a
similar manner – what Mahatma Gandhi did for the freedom movement. Good
slogans and sympathy towards poor can fetch the votes, but cannot remove the
poverty. It is only the economic growth, which can create income earning
opportunity for the public. This has been well established in India and
elsewhere also. We must, therefore, build a team of entrepreneurs; who can
create such opportunities and eradicate poverty. All must extend whole hearted
support through constructive participation.

Media prefers promoting the conflicts among political parties. Misdeeds of
government and productive sector are very much highlighted. But the positive
happenings are rarely covered; as this suits to their viewership and readership. I
believe media must play pro-active role in spreading awareness about economic
needs of the Nation. They have prowess to influence public opinion in either
direction, be it negative or positive. Frequent exposure of corruption and blame
game can create a thrilling story, but it will certainly damage the investment
climate; as we are in the process of rebuilding. Freedom of expression must be
used with utmost responsibility.

No doubt, there is overall improvement in the public sentiments. But it is
also true that, no significant change is noticed at the ground level. Initial
moratorium period for the new government is almost getting over and public is
becoming desperate. At this critical juncture, we need bold reforms; that can
turn around India in the true sense. Crony socialism a synonym of communism,
must end since, that has not delivered the results in past six decades. Challenges
are too many and time is short.

We have a talented youth team full of energy and vigor. We must use their
energy in the right direction. Current leadership is fully aware about all the
strengths and weaknesses. I am quite hopeful that, they will take the Nation in
the right direction. We all must join TEAM INDIA and extend a supporting
hand for a prosperous and vibrant India.

May 25th, 2015 R.P. Gupta
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Inter-mixing of Growth,

Development and
Human Development

[30/06/2013]

GDP growth is a synonym of
Economy growth that comes from increase
in the production of goods and services.
Here, production is having a wider
meaning that covers entire economic
activities such as, Industry, Agriculture
and Services. Even a vegetable vendor or a
taxi driver is contributing to GDP, since
engaged in the production of services.
Industry and agriculture are the primary
sources and Services are mostly the
by-products. These include trade, commerce,
transportation, communication, financial
services, hotels, restaurants, entertainments
and tourism etc.

GDP (Gross domestic product) is the
sum total of “Value addition” of all these
economic activities. This is assessed after
deducting the value of inputs from net
production value (excluding taxes). It is
also equated with national or public

income. GDP growth generates new jobs and upsurges public income.

Quite often, we inter-mix
“Growth”, “Development”

and “Human development”
that creates confusion
among masses. Growth

stands for the GDP growth.
Development means

Infrastructure development
such as Irrigation, Power,

Transport and
Communication etc. Human

development means
developing social

infrastructures like
Education, Health,

Sanitation, Drinking water
and community services. All

such developments need
capital resources; that will

come from GDP only.



This concludes that, productive activities are the only source of public
income. There is no other alternative to it.

GDP also contributes to the government revenue, which can be used
for the purpose of development and human development spending. Hence,
GDP and its growth is the principal indicator for measuring the country’s
prosperity. This must be the top agenda of any government for achieving
overall prosperity for the Nation.

Development stands for the general Infrastructure development that
broadly includes energy, transport, communication, irrigation and housing.
These infrastructures are the bare minimum necessities of the modern
world; those improve living standards of public. This is also known as
“VIKAS” in Hindi language. Besides public comfort, these are most
essential for sustaining high growth rate also. In absence of adequate
infrastructure, growth will be jeopardized and economic efficiency will
also be affected, inviting the inflation. Currently, our Nation is facing
similar situation and therefore, low growth and high inflation have become
almost a permanent feature in the Indian economy.

No, Growth means – GDP growth.

Development means –
Infrastructure development.

Human development means –
Social infrastructure development.

Are Growth
and

Development
same thing?



Human development means, developing social infrastructures like
education, health, sanitation, drinking water, etc. It also includes
community services like entertainment, culture, sports etc. These are
essential for upgrading the living standards of public. Particularly, health
and education are the most essential needs for building human capital.
Drinking water and sanitation are the bare minimum needs for good health.
Currently, we are far behind on all these fronts, which are causing public
dissatisfaction.

In past years till 1980s, these infrastructures (general and social) were
developed through government resources only. Lately, Private sector was
also promoted to supplement these activities. Twelfth Five Year Plan has
envisaged that, private capital participation will be up to 50% level,
considering the resource constraints with government. Developed
countries could succeed in faster development with a combination of
public and private investment only. India is gradually adopting the same
route, may be in a slow manner.

As per past legacy, we normally expect free or subsidized user fee for
availing these infrastructure services. This affects commercial viability of
the infra projects. Private investment will not enter in absence of the
commercial viability. If we expect that, government will continue with
subsidized services and borrow for financing these needs, then the debt
servicing will be difficult and we will land into debt trap. We are fast
approaching to similar situation; that must be avoided. We must change
our mindset and pay user fee, enabling to mobilize investible resources for
the development.

Few activists recommend for increasing the tax for financing such
development plans. Increase of indirect taxes will add to the consumer’s
cost and bring inflation. Increase in direct taxes will reduce savings and
slowdown the process of growth and development. Therefore, raising
taxes in general is not a prudent solution. Rather levying user fee in shape
of non-tax revenue could be a logical and better approach.

We must, therefore, focus primarily on the GDP growth for
increasing public income vis-à-vis their paying capacity of user fee; then
only infrastructure spending can be boosted. However, some subsidy for



the poor and middle class is certainly expected. But it should be within the
prudent limit. Cross subsidy on the productive sector will inflate the
production cost of goods; that will be loaded back to public after round-
tripping. However, cross subsidy can stay in a very limited manner for
striking a balance between the economic needs of the country and paying
capacity of public.

Several socialists and politicians argue that, human development will
drive the GDP growth. Even most respected economist Sri Amartya Sen
also recommends in the similar line. Such statement can bring popularity,
but it is misdirected. It violates the basic principle of economics. It will
rather damage the prosperity of Nation in long run. The prosperity will
start from GDP growth only, which drives the national income. There is no
substitute to it. However, public income and government revenue from
such growth must be judiciously spent for the development and human
development and achieving prosperity. A prudent consideration for weaker
section must exist in a balanced manner.

A successful model envisages high GDP growth combined with the
development and proportionate human development spending. But high
GDP growth must remain as the core issue failing which, the development
or human development plan will not gear up, as discussed above. At the
same time, this requires cutting down of the revenue expenditure by
government so that, revenue surplus can be judiciously deployed for
building general and social infrastructure; that provides long-term solution.
The choice is left to the policymakers that, we give priority to short-term
electoral gains or build strong foundation for a prosperous India.






